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According to Web~ter’~, a newspaper is
“a paper that is printed and distributed
daily, weekly, or at some other regular
and usually short interval and that con-
tains news, articles of opinion (as ed-
itorials), features, advertising, or othet
matter regarded as of current interest. ” 1

Under this definition Current Con/ettt@
[C@ ] is essentially a newspaper already.
And it is becoming more of one all the
time. If we were suddenly to enlarge its
present pocket size and use newsprint
instead of the paper we now use, there
would be relatively little--except for its
subject matter and audience--to distin-
guish it from some ‘typical’ newspapers
like the New York Tirnef or the San Fratz-
cisco CLronicle, In fact, during rhe recent
paper crisis, we did switch to newsprint.

It isn’t necessary to labor all the subtle
distinctions that one can use to differ-
entiate newspapers, magazines, and
journals. Probably the most significant
characteristics of newspapers, as most
people see them, are their timing and
format. The New York Tzzzes Magazine
k, first off, a section of the larger paper,
but it is printed in tabloid size, and then
reprinted in journal format, The National
Ohewer is a weekly magazine printed in
newspaper format,

Most newspapers are at least tabloid
size. The tabloid page size is about four
or five times the page size of CC. Con.
sidering how the price of paper and print-
ing keeps going up, it is not inconceivable
that CC might wisely adopt the tabloid
size. This would be more acceprablc than
some orher alternatives, and perhaps even
necessary if we continue expanding
coverage.
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Another version of my newspaper of
science would simply be a merger-of all
CC editions into a single publication.
Derek Price has suggested along these
same lines that “ ,. .if one were to pur all
this mix [of important secondary services]
togerher Into a barrel, perhaps cutting out
some of the more obviously overlapping
entries, and divide it into a daily dose, it
would go into a formar the same size and
shape as the Wa[[ Street Journal with
enough room left over for the newsier
parts of the journals Science, Nature,
Lzncet... ”2 The problem of the resulting
bulk would be solved by going from
weekly to daily issue, as Price has pointed
out. This is certainly not impossible in the
case of CC But ar present it’s simply im-
practical for reasons 1‘ve stated recently

sonalized CC.$ The increased cost of
when discussin an all-inclusive vs. a per-

mailing a daily newspaper, as well as the
paper required, is not a trivial con-
sideration.

About ten years ago 1 designed the
Dai/y Scientist. This projected newspaper
of science would have included something
analogous to the stock listings of daily
newspapers. This ‘quotation index’ would
show what scientists were being cited that
day. This would be a daily update of the
Science Citation lnde# 1 still haven ‘t
given up the idea. I think ir would be an
effective complement to 1S1’s on-line
SCISEARCFF system,

My speculations about a newspaper of
science have also included the publication
of original articles--the kind of thing one
ordinarily considers only journal mat-
erial.’ A daily newspaper equal in size to
the New York Tirne~ could publish rhe
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. . . .
total current output of the world’s lead-
scientific journals.

In another context, Price has proposed
such a Journal of Redly Im~ortant
Pa~er~.4 This of course could only be
done after citation or other analysis had
identified them. This could also be com-
bined with the expanded version of
Current Content$.

There is more behind these specula-
tions about a newspaper of science than
an itch to be part of the newspaper game.
There are some hard facts that, as a
whole, the scientific publishing com-
munity seems loathe to face. Science pays
an excessive price to support the ‘dissemi-
nation of wientific information’ because
archaic methods of printing and distri-
bution are used. Expensive paper is used
ro produce the average journal. Newsprint
in combination with microfilm may b:
the modern solution. These methods of
handling information certainly need re-
thinking. The volume of material
handled by some of the larger scientific
publishers suggests they would have little
trouble learning to live with deadlines
that are taken for granted by newspaper-
men all over the world.

But if the purpose of scientific publi-

cation includes the establishment of sci-

entific priority. we ought to reexamine

our methods for doing so. This aspect of
scientific publication accounts for [he
publicatitrn of dozens of ‘letters’ journals.
Mnst of the important ones are included
in CC.

In recent years, both Nature and
Science have assumed some of the func-
tions of a newspaper of science. Un-
doubtedly, these two journals have the
respect of the world’s lay and scienrifk
press. But somehow neither they nor New
Screntut, except perhaps in the United
Kingdom, have achieved a status as ‘news

1.
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3.

4.

media’ comparable to that ot the New
York Times, Washington Post, Wca/[

.Nreet ]ourna/--even in their own sphere.
Indeed, what 1 once called the Daily
Sczentr~tcould be renamed the C’bestnut
Street Journal of Scievce. Ttrk might re-
quire considerable advertising subsidy.
Unfortunately, scientists are not regarded
by most advertisers as a iucrat ive market.
This may be contradicted by the success of
the .Scienttjic American and American
Scientzst.

However, until science does have its
own Wal[ Street Journal, or a National
Science Broadcasting Network, I doubt
that its voice will be effectively heard in
Congress or elsewhere.

[n the near future, 1 should like to
share with you my ideas on expanding CC
to satisfy some of the as yet unmet needs
of scientific communication. 1 have no
desire merely to repeat what others do, or
could do better.

For example, it has been suggested that
CC summarize world news for scientists
rhe way it is done in certain newspapers.
We might also publish material on
science-related topics not easily published
in the many journals we index.

If you have any thoughts on this sub-
ject, 1 shall be happy to hear from you. 1
say that knowing that some other intrepid
entrepreneur may seize upon the idea and
bring out the first daily newspaper of and
for science. If that happens, as I believe it
may someday. then lSl@’will only be
spurred to become a great ‘number two.’
Perhaps the introduction in Current Con-
[ent~ uf the 1S1 Press Dzgejt, Current
Boo& Contentf” , and WeeMy Subyict
Incfexes has merely been my way of inch-
ing towards a goal that has seemed un -
attainahlc to me if forced to start from
scrdt(h.
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